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Form Type: OTHER
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Title: (U//FOUO) Sikh Gurdwara in Sterling Heights, Michigan in Feb 2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) Sikh Gurdwara in Sterling Heights,
Michigan in Feb 2012
Case: 44E-DE-106726
Case Agent: SA

Incident Date: 2/6/2012
Location: Sikh Gurdwara
33340 Dequindre Road,
Sterling Heights, Michigan

++
(U) ___________ date of birth (DOB) ___________ social security account number (SSAN) ___________ of ___________, Wisconsin, 53110, cellular telephone number ___________ employed at ___________, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, work telephone number ___________ was interviewed at her place of employment.

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents (SA _______ and _______), _______ provided the following information:

(U) _______ has been employed ___________ for approximately three months. It is a second, part-time job. Her primary employer is ___________.

(U) _______ was shown a photograph of WADE PAGE. _______ indicated that she had never seen PAGE before and did not believe that he was ever a customer at _______ while she was working.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/06/2012

(U) ___________________________ date of birth (DOB) ___________________________ social security
account number (SSAN) ___________________________

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53172, cellular telephone number of ___________________________
employed at ___________________________
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was interviewed at his place of employment. After being advised of the
identity of the interviewing agents (SA ___________________________ and ___________________________),
provided the following information:

(U) ___________________________ has been employed as ___________________________ for
approximately six (6) years.

(U) ___________________________ was shown a photograph of WADE PAGE. ___________________________ indicated that
he had never seen PAGE before and did not believe that he was a customer at ___________________________,
while he was working.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609

by ___________________________ Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
(U) Date of entry 08/06/2012

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53172, cellular telephone number of ____________, not employed was interviewed at his residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent (SA ____________) provided the following information:

(U) ____________ has lived at his current address, ____________ for approximately four (4) years. He indicated that he does not know the occupants of nor has he had any interaction with them. ____________ added that he has not observed anything suspicious or unusual at the residence.

(U) ____________ was shown a photograph of WADE PAGE. ____________ indicated that he had never seen PAGE before and could not identify the photograph.

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266H-MW-2440609 b6 Date drafted 08/06/2012

by ____________ b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
(U) _______ date of birth (DOB) _______ social security account number (SSAN) _______ South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53172 cellular telephone numbers _______ and was interviewed at his residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agent (SA_______), _______ provided the following information:

(U) _______ has lived at his current address, _______ for approximately 5 months. He does not know the occupants of _______ nor had any interaction with them. He further added that he had not observed anything unusual or suspicious at that residence.

(U) _______ was show a photograph of WADE PAGE. _______ recognized the photograph and indicated he believed that PAGE frequented a bar on 14th Avenue and Michigan in South Milwaukee. He also indicated that he may have seen PAGE at a second bar on Milwaukee Avenue in South Milwaukee called BOOSTERS. _______ indicated that he never talked to PAGE or saw him with anyone else.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/06/2012

(U) ________________________ date of birth (DOB) ________________________

social security account number (SSAN) ________________________ employed by ________________________

Milwaukee, WI, home telephone number ________________________ was interviewed at her residence. After being

advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents (SA ________________________ and

provided the following information:

(U) ________________________ has lived at her current residence, ________________________

South Milwaukee, WI for approximately 16 years. She ________________________ lives there.

____________________________ indicated that neither she nor her family has had any

contact with the upstairs tenants at ________________________. However, she believed that within the last few months they may have been driving a

red and gray truck.

(U) ________________________ indicated that ________________________

frequently get involved in domestic disputes and the police have been
called to their home before. ________________________ is not friends with ________________________ and
does not associate with them. However, she is familiar with ________________________.

He is an associate of ________________________.

He is going to be in

____________________________ indicated that ________________________ has ________________________

(U) ________________________ was shown a photograph of WADE PAGE, which she could not

identify. While showing ________________________ the referenced photo, she called ________________________

over to our location to view the picture. Neither ________________________ could identify the photograph.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MN-2440609 ________________________ Date drafted 08/06/2012

by ________________________ b6 ________________________ b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
white male, date of birth (DOB) who resides at Milwaukee, Wisconsin was interviewed at the Classic Lanes bowling alley located at 7501 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

On Sunday, August 5, 2011 was attending a religious service at the Sikh Temple located at 7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin with and approximately ten to fifteen additional people. has been attending religious services at the Sikh Temple every Sunday for approximately was familiar with everyone in attendance and did not notice anything or anyone suspicious.

Shortly after the service commenced, heard what sounded like gunshots coming from outside. and his fellow worshipers remained in the room where the service was occurring, which he described as dark, and hid. Nobody attempted to gain access to the room after it had been locked. was unable to provide a description of the subject shooting the gun as he never observed him.

had no signs of physical injury. Upon completion of the interview, was escorted to the lower level of the bowling alley and was reunited with.
(U) [redacted] date of birth (DOB) [redacted] social security account number (SSAN) [redacted] of South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53172, home telephone number of [redacted] cellular telephone number of [redacted] employed at [redacted] work telephone number [redacted] was interviewed at her residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents (SA [redacted] and [redacted]) provided the following information: (U) [redacted] has lived at her current residence, South Milwaukee, WI for approximately four (4) years. She lives there with [redacted], DOB [redacted] has no interaction with the occupants of [redacted] and does not know who lives there. (U) [redacted] was show a photograph of WADE PAGE. [redacted] advised she had never seen the subject in the picture and was not able to identify WADE.
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Wade Page

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-3
Contact:

Date: 08/07/2012

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document

for Wade Page

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Wade Page

Details:

On August 6, 2012, FBI Milwaukee received the attached
for Wade M. Page, social security account number 524-37-2426, date of birth November 11, 1971, from

UNCLASSIFIED

Serial 95
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) [Redacted] for Wade M. Page
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/07/2012

**

UNCLASSIFIED
Cudahy, Wisconsin, telephone number: was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the purpose of the interview. thereafter provided the following information:

was at the above address. recalled Page as being quiet, not talking very much and staying to himself. Since did not know Page, reasoning was that because Page needed to.

While they did not work at the same place, Page also worked 3rd shift and typically got home from work at approximately 6:00 am. had already gotten Page to agree explained that because he did not know Page very well,

could not remember where Page worked, but recalled that it had to be close by the house. remembered one instance when he saw Page inside the house at approximately 10:10 pm and he commented that Page would be late to work, scheduled to start at 10:30 pm. Page said not to worry, his workplace was only 5 minutes away.

In July 2012, Page became interested in moving into the house (3748A East Holmes Avenue, Cudahy, Wisconsin). Page liked it, saying he was ready to get a place of his own and had some personal possessions in storage that he would move into the house. (which he received)

Page moved into the house on July 15, 2012, but he still tried to call several times, but only got Page's cellular phone voicemail. After leaving messages and calling back, was told the voicemail was full and could not accept any more messages.
On July 31, 2012, [redacted] knocked on the door of Page's residence and to [redacted] surprise, Page answered the door. [redacted] explained why he was there and Page said he knew he was behind in rent and said he would [redacted] on Sunday, August 5, 2012. To date, [redacted] has not received any more money from Page.

[redacted] did not recall seeing any examples of white supremacist signs or literature [redacted] understood Page had numerous tattoos, but Weins never saw any of the tattoos.

[redacted] provided a [redacted] to SA[redacted] SA[redacted] in turn provided the copy to the writer is attached and made part of this communication.
Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/07/2012

Title: (U//FOUO) CJIS holdings

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) CJIS did check our holdings on your current subject, Wade. Attached is a quick briefing on your subject and what databases we checked. The second attachment is the full off-line on your subject. If you need any further assistance, please let me know and we will expedite your request.

Thanks,

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOUO) NCIC search

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
date of birth: _____________________________

Oak Creek, Wisconsin, telephone number: _____________________________

was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the purpose of the interview. _____________________________

thereafter provided the following information:

At approximately 8:00 am on August 4, 2012, _______ drove into the parking lot of the Sikh Temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. As _______ drove into the parking lot, he saw two white/male/adults sitting inside a pick-up truck. _______ described the truck as an older model, but not beaten up. _______ did not recognize either man but thought maybe they were there to work on the temple (water repair, wall repair, etc). _______ was in the temple for only about 5 minutes and when he came out and drove away, the two males were still in their pick-up truck. _______ described the men as 22 - 23 years old, both wearing muscle shirts. He could not remember the make of the vehicle, but described it as being either green or black in color.

At approximately 8:04am or 8:05 am on August 5, 2012, _______ drove into the parking lot of the Sikh Temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, behind another vehicle. While _______ could not completely see the driver of the vehicle ahead of him, _______ could tell the driver was not of Indian lineage. While _______ parked very close to the front door of the temple, the other driver parked his vehicle in a parking space near the front door. _______ saw the driver of the other vehicle and could tell he was a white/male/adult, approximately 25 years old.

_______ entered the temple and after a short time, he came back out of the temple and got back into his vehicle. As _______ drove away from the temple, the other driver was still inside his vehicle. _______ described the vehicle as an SUV. _______ could not remember the color of the vehicle and thought it might have been a Chevrolet, but was not sure.

_______ showed _______ a video depicting a man who had been outside of the Sikh Temple appearing to make a video recording on his cell phone. _______ watched the video but did not recognize the man nor did the man seen in the video look like any of the men _______ saw around the Sikh Temple.
Greenfield, Wisconsin, telephone number: was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the purpose of the interview. thereafter provided the following information:

[Redacted]

is in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. assists with the Pewaukee Hindu Temple and the Sikh Temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. The group does not operate out of a particular storefront or address.

The classes they put on occur at either of the above named temples.

[Redacted] is not a business and does not operate under a particular name. does not know how many volunteers are part of believes a person who might know more about the numbers and names of volunteers is recently lost her old cellular telephone, but will try to find a telephone number for

[Redacted] said she knows nothing about a white/male/adult who was said to be looking at/observing any dance lessons/practices/recitals. was willing to ask other volunteers about the possibility, but she had not heard any such rumors. estimated the last time the Sikh Temple was two months before.

[Redacted] said on August 4, 2012, a large festival was held at the Pewaukee Hindu Temple that brought together "thousands" of members of the Indian community, regardless of religious affiliation. Again, knew nothing about a white/male/adult watching that event.
On this date, SAs and interviewed employees at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to determine the veracity of a report that a male customer dining at the location on Sunday, August 5, 2012, spoke with a waitress about whether or not police were still outside and whether or not a customer commented about an officer who was shot looking like "...swiss cheese." The customer in question reportedly drove a Chevrolet Suburban with Texas license plate:

At the time of the interview, the only employee working at the restaurant was said she did not have such a conversation with any customers. Similarly, said she did not hear about any other waitresses having such a conversation with a customer. was then shown photographs of: Wade Michael Page, did not recognize any of the individuals in the photos. telephonically contacted SA after the interview and advised that (phonetic) is another waitress at the establishment who did remember having a conversation with a customer similar to what is described above. explained that (phonetic) works from 6:00 am to 2:00 pm. also confirmed the establishment has surveillance equipment and she would work with the manager to ensure the footage is preserved and given to law enforcement.

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)
File # 266N-MN-2440609
b6 b7C: Date drafted 08/06/2012
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
On this date, SAs interviewed employees at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, telephone: to determine if they recognized a photograph of Wade Michael Page. In addition to a photograph of Page, the employees were also shown photographs of: The employees did not recognize any of the individuals in the photos.

The employees shown the photographs were:

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 b6 b7C Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
On this date, SAs interviewed employees at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, telephone: , to determine if they recognized a photograph of Wade Michael Page. In addition to a photograph of Page, the employees were also shown photographs of: The employees did not recognize any of the individuals in the photos.

The employees shown the photographs were:

---
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Title: (U//FOUO) Wade Michael Page autopsy photos    Date: 08/07/2012

To:

From: MILWAUKEE
       MW-5
       Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis:  (U//FOUO) Wade Michael Page autopsy photos

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOUO) Page's autopsy photos (2 CDs)

Details:

Page's autopsy photos received from Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's office on 8/6/2012.

+++

Serial 103
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Electronic Communication

Title: (U//FOUO) [ ] request faxed

Date: 08/07/2012

To:

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-5
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) SSA [ ] signed [ ] request and faxed on 8/17/12 at 5:04am.

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOUO) [ ] request letter and fax.

Details:

[ ] request signed by SSA [ ] for Page's travel records faxed on 8/7/12 to (703) 816-8138.

Serial 104
Franklin, Wisconsin, telephone number: _______ was advised of the nature of the interview and the identity of the interviewing agent. _______ provided the following information.

On Sunday, August 5, 2012, _______ left their residence to go _______ in the morning. On his way to the store, _______ noticed two helicopters flying in a circular pattern. _______ thought something might be going on. _______ called _______ and asked her to search the news/internet for anything going on. _______ saw the news story about the shooting at the Sikh Temple in Oak Creek and notified _______.

_______ headed to the scene to check it out. Once there, he started to _______.

_______ came home and told _______ what had happened. She then left the residence and went to the scene of the incident herself before going to the grocery store.

_______ stated _______ is not involved in any white supremacy groups. They did not know and had nothing to do with Wade Page. _______ has a _______. They have been with each other for five years and she would know if he had involvement in the white supremacy movement. _______ has been employed by _______ for the past three years which is located on _______. _______ had no further information to provide.
white female, date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at 7501 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information with the assistance of an interpreter, DOB Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, telephone

On 08/05/2012, the Temple with Suddenly, ran into the lunch area telling everyone that someone was firing outside. ran to hide. As she entered the stairwell, heard a gun shot. As she continued into to hide with several others, heard an additional 10-15 shots being fired, and then an additional two more from the kitchen area. After several more minutes, then heard an undetermined amount of shots being fired from the main prayer service room. stated she was hiding with a total of 8-9 other members to include who were hiding in various locations throughout. then thought she heard the final shots come from the main service area of the Temple. believed she hid for a total of fifteen minutes during the entire incident. Once the shooting stopped, and the others into the main service area to investigate and flee the Temple. exited and began to proceed through the Temple area, noticed several shots and presumed dead Temple members. observed.

At no time did see the shooter and she was uninjured during the incident. As the group continued to make their way toward the exit, the police arrived and led them to safety.
Date of entry 08/06/2012

[Redacted] date of birth [Redacted] cellular phone number was interviewed at Cudahy, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview [Redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted] did not know WADE MICHAEL PAGE and did not notice anything unusual in the neighborhood.

Photographs of PAGE and [Redacted] were shown to [Redacted] observed [Redacted] "a couple of times" coming and going from [Redacted] Cudahy, Wisconsin. [Redacted] did not recognize PAGE.

The photographs shown to [Redacted] are attached in a 1A envelope.

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 b6

by [Redacted] b7C Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
was interviewed at __________. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, __________ provided the following information:

stated his __________ had called him and told __________ that WTMJ, Channel 4, Weatherman SCOTT STEELE was showing a video on the air, that showed PAGE's apartment, and that skinhead decorations and a swastika flag was shown. __________ explained that when he told __________ that he had called the FBI with this information that __________ became very upset.

TFO __________ contacted __________ of WTMJ. After talking to __________ and the producer, it was determined that images of PAGE, that had been released by the Southern Poverty Law Center, showing PAGE as he played in a band, were playing as background images while STEELE was on air.

Lead is covered.
LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

was interviewed at __________. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

contacted IP Division wanting to share information on PAGE from __________. PAGE said that in drinking, began goose-step marching down the street, while singing Nazi marching songs/jodies.

believes that PAGE knew the difference between Sikhs and Muslims, and that the difference wouldn't matter, they weren't aryan in bloodline (dark skinned foreigners). has not spoken to PAGE since shortly after the Germany deployment, when heard through Army contacts that although PAGE had been booted from the Army for his drinking problem, it was primarily his Nazi viewpoints as the cause, the drinking was an easier way to get rid of PAGE.
was interviewed telephonically at
Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following

stated he is a journalist with
was reading about the temple shooting and noted that had carried out similar killings in the past and they had been known to have chapters in Wisconsin.

has no knowledge of the person/s involved in this case, nor if there is actually a chapter of in Wisconsin. indicated that if PAGE had been a member he would most likely have a tattoo of symbol above it). wanted to inform the FBI of the possible connection between PAGE

PAGE's tattoos were checked for symbols with negative results.
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Title: (U) Victim Information

Date: 08/07/2012

To:

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-6
Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To Report Victim Casualties
(2) Expired Victims Back to India

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Details:

This case involved a mass shooting at local Sikh Temple that left (6) dead on August 5, 2012. Two expired victims from India need to be transported back to India for burial. The other (4) victims will be buried within the states.

The two victims, who are also brothers, that need to be transported back to India are:

- Sita Singh 11/15/1970
- Ranjit Singh 4/5/1963

Their remains are at the Milwaukee County Medical Examiner’s Office, 933 West Highland Ave, 53233, (414) 223-1200. Confirmed that
the bodies may remain there until transport. Photos also can be taken and sent by request if needed for identification. Any investigator at this office may assist when called. Medical Examiner Investigator is the one who advised above and can be reached at this e-mail.

The other expired victims are as followed:

- Prakash Singh 11/1/1972
- Satwant Singh Kaleka 6/2/1947
- Suveg Singh 7/6/1928
- Paramjit Kaur (female) 4/25/1971

There are (3) victims that survived & will be reported in an additional EC.
MW Division Victim Assistance requests as stated above. In addition, assistance in contacting & coordinating Legat Attache for death notification and receipt of remains.

**

**
On 08/06/2012, a neighborhood canvas was conducted by SA ______ in the ______ and East Martin Avenues, Cudahy, Wisconsin, reference WADE MICHAEL PAGE. The following addresses and subjects were briefly interviewed and shown photographs of PAGE and person of interest in an attempt to gain additional information on PAGE and the UNSUB:

Vacant residence
All of the individuals listed above have never spoken to, met, or seen PAGE or the UNSUB, and could provide no additional information.
date of birth (DOB) was interviewed telephonically at home telephone number lives in the area and had contacted the Oak Creek, Wisconsin Police Department after viewing the news footage of shootings at the Oak Creek Sikh Temple. This interview is in relation to Milwaukee lead

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

first encountered WADE MICHEAL PAGE

was not aware of the extremist nature of the music at the time of the invite. could not recall who invited her to the performance.

During the concert, had contact with several attendees. described the attendees as "neo-nazis"

explained the purpose was two fold,

thought PAGE had traveled to Wisconsin during 1993 prior to his enlistment. claimed to have alerted authorities to his extremist views. At the time claimed no action was taken. also
stated she attempted to report PAGE to the Armed Forces after his enlistment.

During 1993, [Blank] was employed at [Blank] which performed environmental testing. [Blank] was sold a few years later, and new employees were hired. [Blank] also knew an maiden name [Blank] was of Indian descent, and traveled to the United States for an arranged marriage. [Blank] was a Christian Indian.

described a Native American Indian [Blank] who had traveled [Blank]. According to [Blank] attempted to obtain [Blank] explained [Blank] was arrested and returned to Arizona.

claimed the extremists became somehow involved with the situation. Extremists mistakenly believed [Blank] was actually from India. [Blank] friends in India, apparently through [Blank] claimed this caused alarm and consternation in India.

PAGE in 1993. [Blank] well received. [Blank] described the people PAGE was with as "two-faced".

FBI NOTE: [Blank] appeared to have considerable information regarding was not clear how she obtained information on PAGE with the possible exception of meeting PAGE at the rock concert.
was interviewed at home address of Franklin, WI 53132. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, INTERVIEWEE provided the following information:

stated that he was fueling his vehicle at the Speedway Gas Station on the corner of 76th St and Grange in Greendale, WI. At the time he was at the gas station he noted that two individuals arrived in a late model sedan and entered the store. observed that the individuals were muscular, bald, white males, with arm tattoos. believed that one of the individuals may have been PAGE.

said that he thought the subjects were at the gas station between 23:00 and 24:00 on Saturday 08/04/2012.

On 08/06/2012, contacted the Speedway Gas Station at 5490 S. 76th St., Greendale, WI 53129-1129, 414-421-3111 and obtained a digital copy of the stations camera feeds covering the above date and times.

On 08/07/2012, reviewed the video feeds and located the two males referenced by . is familiar with PAGE and determined that neither of the subjects in the video are PAGE.

The video media, was placed in a 1A.

Lead Covered

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date: 08/07/2012

Title: (U)

b6

b7C

b7D

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) potentially associated to Wade Michael Page.
Title: (U) Lead to LEGAT Berlin.

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-9
Contact: 

Approved By: 

b6

b7C

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Request LEGAT Berlin's assistance regarding captioned subject's potential ties to Germany.

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Details:

Milwaukee Division requests LEGAT Berlin's assistance regarding the shooting of six people by captioned subject at the Sikh Temple of Wisconsin on Sunday, 08/05/2012. According to an interviewee, the subject, Wade Michael Page, may have been denied entry or expelled from Germany, possibly due to a customs-related reason (NFI). The subject was a U.S. Army veteran, however, a cursory review of subject's military file did not indicate subject was ever permanently stationed in Germany. The subject was a known white supremacist. The following biographical information on Page is provided:

Name: Wade Michael Page

Sex: Male

DOB: 11/11/1971
Title: (U) Lead to LEGAT Berlin.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/07/2012

SSAN: 524-37-2426
Height: 5'11"
Weight: 160 pounds
Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Brown

The assistance of LEGAT Berlin is appreciated. All questions pertaining to this matter should be addressed to the writer or to the Case Agents: SA__________ and/or SA__________

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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[Redacted personal information]

Investigators contacted [redacted place of employment located at [redacted], which is her place of employment located at [redacted], Oak Creek, Wisconsin. [Redacted] voluntarily departed [redacted] place of employment approximately one hour early so she could accompany investigators to her residence.

After arriving at [redacted] residence, it was explained to [redacted] why investigators were present. [Redacted] advised she understood and was willing to cooperate with the investigation.

Prior to conducting the interview, [redacted] signed a Consent to Search form authorizing investigators to search her residence including the storage area. [Redacted] personally owned vehicle, [Redacted] Dell Latitude laptop computer S/N [Redacted] Seagate 500 GB external hard drive S/N [Redacted] LG Flare cell phone S/N [Redacted]. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted] does not possess any firearms, narcotics, large sums of currency, or other illegal contraband

[Redacted] was asked about a photograph observed in plain view of [redacted] residence and the photo was taken approximately seven years earlier. The photograph was of a man that belonged to [redacted] from [Redacted].

In [Redacted] WADE MICHAEL PAGE, white male, date of birth November 11, 1971 on the social media site "Facebook." At the time, PAGE's Facebook profile name was "WADE HAMMER." His most recent Facebook profile name was "WADE SMITH" but he closed his account.
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provided an e-mail address of In addition to

PAGE previously owned several firearms when he lived in North Carolina. He sold the majority of his property including the guns in order to finance his move to Wisconsin.

October 2011, PAGE moved to Wisconsin but did not abuse controlled substances.

PAGE was an alcoholic

PAGE's behavior continued for several weeks until he found employment as a metal fabricator at Lucas Milhaupt. PAGE began working there in November 2011 he is still employed there.

PAGE was a Skinhead who socialized with a white supremacy group known as the Hammerskins.
In January 2012, PAGE

PAGE had served in the United States Army. He enlisted when he was 18 or 19 years of age and served approximately eight years. Unsure where he was stationed but believed his military occupational specialty dealt with propaganda or psychological operations. Unsure if PAGE was ever deployed to participate in combat operations. PAGE received an honorable discharge from the military.

When asked about PAGE's family, PAGE had moved to Wisconsin from North Carolina but he was originally from the Denver, Colorado area.

PAGE was raised in Colorado. PAGE also

When PAGE was 13 years old, his mother passed away.

At 18, PAGE changed his name to WADE MICHAEL PAGE.

PAGE had credit cards due to his poor credit score. His home in North Carolina was foreclosed on in June 2011 and in
October 2011 his vehicle was repossessed. Was asked if PAGE had any scars, marks, or tattoos on his body. PAGE had GWAR tattoos on both of his legs. GWAR is a heavy metal music band. Also on his legs was a skull with 13 knots. He had a "zombie sleeve" on his left arm, "838" which stands for "Hail the Cross Hammers" on one of his arms, "Suffer" on his back, a Celtic cross on his neck, a skull with cross bones on each arm, and a death head on his left arm.

Towards the end of

On June 24, 2012,
Approximately two weeks ago from the date of this interview,

Investigators were given consent to search and examine laptop computer and external hard drive, four cassette tapes titled
date of birth (DOB) mobile telephone
number was interviewed at The Embassy Hotel, 8253 South 27th
Street, Franklin, Wisconsin. This interview is in response to lead
Agent and the nature of the interview, INTERVIEWEE provided the following
information:

is employed at South
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, business telephone number On
08/03/2012, at approximately 5:15 PM, WADE MICHEAL PAGE entered

PAGE wished to have his hair trimmed as close as possible with out the use
of a straight razor.

PAGE mentioned he had liked North Carolina. what had
brought him to the Milwaukee area. PAGE stated he moved here during
November of 2011

PAGE if he had found the opportunity to meet anyone or
date. PAGE responded that he worked third shift at a machine shop and the
hours made it difficult to plan social interactions.

PAGE about his planned activities for the weekend of
08/04-5/2012. PAGE stated he had never been to Wisconsin Dells, and
thought he might go there. PAGE was under the impression the Dells were a
small area, but research had revealed it was comprised of an entire town.

PAGE drove a large vehicle, similar to a Ford Bronco. PAGE wore jeans and a T-shirt while having his hair cut. could not determine if PAGE had a cellular telephone while he was at PAGE did not mention any other acquaintances to noted one of Due to the large number of conversations with customers, would not remember talking with PAGE.

did not have a permanent address, but provided her parents address in Racine. reside at Racine, Wisconsin. cellular telephone was provided as the best contact telephone number. was open to further contact.
On 08 August 2012, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA) spoke with Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) SA on the telephone regarding obtaining a comprehensive search of all firearms purchased and sold by WADE MICHAEL PAGE. Provided the following information via fax:

b6 Per the FBI
b7C

Referral/Direct

The results of the search were faxed to the Command Post and are attached to this report.
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ORION Lead

b6
b7C
b7E
On the evening of July 9, 2012, between 5:00 and 6:00 PM, ___ spoke with two individuals that he suspected were the subject (WADE PAGE) ___ had parked his car in the handicapped spot at Oak Creek. As he was approaching the South exit, two males exited the store, discussing motorcycles. ___ approached the individuals and suggested that they visit the Harley Museum. They had a very brief conversation in the parking lot. ___ said they were both wearing t-shirts, possibly Harley t-shirts but he could not recall specifically. Neither of the men were wearing sunglasses.

When shown the picture of ___ that was put out to the media, ___ claimed that this was most certainly one of the two men. When shown the picture of PAGE, he identified his as the second individual. When shown an up-close picture of ___ that was taken without sunglasses, ___ could not identify him as anybody that he had talked to, only that his face was familiar.

___ having served months of that time. His secondary position was working advised that there is a bike path behind the temple that could have been utilized during the attack. He also advised that in his opinion, the temple shooting was a targeted assassination of the guest President of the Sikh temple from India.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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Date of birth (DOB) [Redacted]  Social Security Number [Redacted]

Cudahy, Wisconsin, cellular telephone

was interviewed in Cudahy, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted] stated he introduced himself to WADE MICHAEL PAGE while [Redacted]. Over the course of the next month, PAGE would talk several times a week in the morning hours from anywhere between two to fifteen minutes each visit. In the beginning, PAGE would talk about [Redacted] that he appeared upset when talking about it. PAGE told

As time past, PAGE calmed and stopped talking about [Redacted]. During one conversation with PAGE, PAGE mentioned to [Redacted] that he was in the "Service" and had done a tour in Iraq. PAGE went on to say that it was tough watching his buddies legs getting blown-off and seeing friends die around him. On another occasion, [Redacted] noticed a 9/11 tattoo on PAGE's shoulder area. When [Redacted] complimented PAGE on the tattoo, PAGE told her "9/11" was the reason why he joined the service. During another conversation, PAGE stated he was a guitar player in a band called, "White Supremacist," and they often played on the east side of town. Many of the conversations after that were just idol chit-chat. [Redacted] never observed visitors at PAGE's residence, never went inside PAGE's residence, and believed PAGE was recently laid-off. [Redacted] never heard PAGE talk ill of any individual or race, was very quiet, and last saw him on Thursday, 08/02/2012. [Redacted] had not noticed any changes in PAGE's behavior prior to 08/05/2012, he appeared to be the same as always. [Redacted] could not provide any additional information.

(Interviewers note: Prior to interviewing [Redacted] was standing
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in-front of WADE's residence for an extended amount of time providing interviews to any news reporter who approached him.)
lives at the intersection of Oak Creek, WI. Between 3:30pm and 4:00pm on 08/05/2012, looked out the window and saw two Ford F-250's or bigger with jacked up suspensions stopped in front of the barricade at The trucks were probably a 1990's model. The drivers of the trucks were speaking with the police officer manning the barricade. The police officer did not appear to be suspicious of the drivers. The drivers spoke with the police officer for three to five minutes.

thought the vehicles looked suspicious as they pulled into a CITGO gas station at the intersection of immediately after speaking with the officer.

At 3:45pm, left their house to go to POTOWATOMI BINGO AND CASINO. saw the same white F-250 driving through the intersection at 13th Street and Layton Avenue. was driving eastbound and the F-250 was driving westbound. The intersection is near a Mosque. thought it was approximately 20 minutes after seeing the trucks at the police barricade. The blue F-250 was not seen at this intersection.

and the driver of the F-250 made eye contact
as they passed each other. [Redacted] and [Redacted] thought that this seemed very weird and believed that based on seeing the truck at the barricade and then seeing the truck at 13th and Layton that the driver had knowledge of the shooting that occurred at the SIKH TEMPLE OF WISCONSIN (STOW). There was a white male subject (UNSUB #1) driving the truck and a white female subject in the passenger seat (UNSUB #2). [Redacted] described UNSUB #1 as a skinhead, based on his short hair and lots of tattoos.

[Redacted] described UNSUB #1 as follows:

Sex: Male
Race: White
Height: Tall
Build: Muscular
Hair: Short and light colored
Age: Late 30's early 40's
Tattoos: Tattoos on the arm
Other: Sunglasses

[Redacted] described UNSUB #2 as follows:

Sex: Female
Race: White
Build: Heavyset, 165-175lbs
Hair: Dark
On 08/06/2012,_______ was saw a photograph in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel of a white male subject that law enforcement was looking to identify in regards to the shooting at STOW. _______ advised that UNSUB #1 looked just like the man in the photograph.

Administrative Note: The individual ______ described was identified by law enforcement as _______ was interviewed by FBI agents on 08/06/2012.

_______ was unsure if UNSUB #1 had full "sleeve" tattoos on his arms. _______ called writer back several minutes later to report that he spoke with _______ who had a better look at UNSUB #1's arms. _______ advised that UNSUB #1 did in fact have a full sleeve tattoo on his arm.
white female, date of birth (DOB) who resides at Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin was interviewed at the Classic Lanes bowling alley located at 7501 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

said she observed a white male in his late 20's early 30's standing by himself taking pictures or video footage of groups of mourning Sikh's. He then appeared to be having private telephone conversations as if he was hiding something. When observed the subject acting suspiciously, identified her colleagues photograph him. Her colleagues as who captured still frame photos and who was collecting video.

As he continued to take photographs, the subject noticed he was being filmed and photographed He immediately started to walk away from the crowd towards a nearby warehouse parking lot. maintained a safe distance but followed the suspicious person towards what she assumed was his car. described the vehicle as an older, possibly American made red automobile with a missing right hubcap. As she attempted to obtain the license plate to the vehicle, the suspicious person noticed he was being followed. He quickly entered his vehicle and exited the parking lot in an expeditious manner. was unable to obtain the license plate number but believed they were Wisconsin plates.

The subject had short hair, was wearing reflective sunglasses, a black colored t-shirt with a red design on the chest, black athletic shorts with a white stripe down the side, black socks, and black tennis shoes. He had a tattoo on his right bicep which read. Above the date appeared to be an architectural design of was uncertain about the design as the sleeve was covering it up. He was taking photographs with what appeared to be a Smartphone. While standing in the crowd, was able to get within ten feet of him but was unable to hear what he was discussing. said she looked for signs of a concealed firearm but did not notice any.
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The suspicious person's vehicle was the lone vehicle parked in the nearby WS Packaging Group parking lot located at 303 W. Marquette Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin. ____________ advised the vehicle was parked in a way as if the vehicle's operator needed to make a "quick get away." The vehicle may have had a sunroof but did not have any noticeable identifiers such as damage or bumper stickers besides the aforementioned missing hubcap.

__________ noticed the unidentified male sometime between 11:30 a.m., and 12:00 p.m. When asked why she did not flag down a police officer to report the suspicious person, ____________ said she did not notice any law enforcement personnel in the area.

__________ advised that her two colleagues had returned to the office but would be willing to cooperate with law enforcement. She provided telephone number ____________ as the number to
white male, date of birth (DOB) [Redacted] who resides at [Redacted] Beaver Dam, Wisconsin was interviewed at the Classic Lanes bowling alley located at 7501 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted] stated he received a call from a family member who informed him about the mass shooting at the Sikh Temple located at 7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Fearing for his friends and family, [Redacted] immediately drove to Oak Creek from Beaver Dam in an attempt to locate his loved ones. Once he arrived in Oak Creek, [Redacted] was unable to go beyond the crime scene tape. He stood with other concerned family members and friends as well as the media.

While waiting for answers, a woman, whom he later learned was employed by the [Redacted] approached [Redacted] and told him about a suspicious person she had observed in the group several hours earlier. [Redacted] described her as a white, middle aged female [Redacted] provided her telephone number [Redacted].

The female told [Redacted] she observed a white male, wearing a black t-shirt, black shorts, and reflective sunglasses, with a September 11th tribute tattoo on his right arm standing by himself taking video of the mourning Sikh's. When the lady noticed he was filming the family and friends, she requested that her colleagues attempt to photograph him. When the subject noticed he was being photographed, he began walking away from the mass of people standing outside of the crime scene tape.

The subject walked towards a nearby parking lot and entered a red automobile with a missing right hubcap. The woman walked towards him and attempted to obtain his license plate but he noticed her and sped off before she could record the plate number. The parking lot was property of WS Packaging on Marquette St.

[Redacted] was unsure if she flagged down an officer to report the suspicious person. [Redacted] thought that she might still be outside where
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the media had gathered.  

[ ] was escorted to the area where the media was gathered and asked to point out the female who observed the suspicious person. [ ] pointed to a female who was later identified as [ ] white female, DOB [ ] who resides at [ ] Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin, telephone number [ ]
known hereinafter as [Redacted], date of birth (DOB) [Redacted], was interviewed at [Redacted] Chicago, IL. After being advised of the official identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted] is currently an [Redacted] and is assigned to [Redacted].

The interviewing agent showed [Redacted] a photo of WADE MICHAEL PAGE (PAG) [Redacted]. [Redacted] was assigned to [Redacted] At some point, [Redacted] PAGE transferred to [Redacted] At some point, [Redacted] became a part of [Redacted].

PAGE was a Sergeant.

[Redacted] stated that he enlisted directly into [Redacted] but he believed that PAGE transferred into PSYOPS from a different job specialty, possibly tanks. [Redacted] remembered that PAGE was from Colorado.

[Redacted] recalled that PAGE's lower legs were covered with tattoos. [Redacted] did not associate the tattoos with white supremacy. [Redacted] described PAGE's tattoo art as being associated with or inspired by artwork affiliated with the rockband GWAR.

[Redacted] did not recall ever seeing any signs of racism from PAGE and described PAGE as soft-spoken. [Redacted] described [Redacted] community as racially diverse.

[Redacted] created an internet posting called [Redacted] which detailed...
stated that PAGE left the Army after an incident in which PAGE received disciplinary action. PAGE was not scheduled to have staff duty. The individual who was scheduled for staff duty was unavailable to do it, and called PAGE to take the duty. PAGE had been drinking, but assumed responsibility for the duty. Someone in PAGE's leadership chain smelled alcohol on PAGE's breath and reported him for being drunk on duty. believed that this was the incident that led to PAGE being removed from the Army. was not aware if PAGE had any previous disciplinary problems.

during the time period that PAGE left the Army.

did not remember what PAGE planned to do after getting out of the Army and did not recall what type of discharge PAGE received.

stated that PAGE liked to drink Jack Daniels.

did not recall PAGE participating in any clubs or groups, or having a girlfriend, wife, or children.

stated that the following individuals from PAGE; and an enlisted soldier named (spelled phonetically).

Writer's Note: The writer called to ask follow-up questions regarding the individuals in the above-listed paragraphs. End Writer's Note.

stated that (spelled phonetically) was a Caucasian male. was an acquaintance of PAGE's believed that may have been from Colorado. lived in

stated that was a Caucasian male and was has stayed in contact with and stated that does not have any white supremacy believes.
stated that he knew from the could not recall first name but felt that if he saw a photo, he could identify knew as an E-3 or E-4.

recalled that PAGE but stated that everyone in the unit was friendly with each other. did not remember where was from. may have gotten married at some point because no longer lived in the barracks.

said that came into the Army after him. did not remember much about
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date of birth (DOB) [redacted] Social Security Number [redacted] telephone number [redacted] mailing address [redacted] Lago Vista, Texas 78645, was interviewed at the aforementioned residence. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [redacted] provided the following information:

[redacted] positively identified a driver's license (DL) photograph of WADE MICHAEL PAGE, date of birth November 11, 1971, as being [redacted].

A copy of the DL photograph was placed in an electronic FD-340.

[redacted] advised [redacted] that WADE was the subject of the murders that occurred at a Sikh Temple in Wisconsin on August 5, 2012. [redacted] was also advised that WADE was killed by a police officer on August 5, 2012.

[redacted] was not surprised that WADE committed these murders. WADE had a "burr under his saddle" from a young age. [redacted] feels as though WADE became involved with "skinheads" while he was stationed at a Army base in North Carolina shortly before being discharged. When WADE was discharged from the Army he had tattoo's covering his arms and neck. [redacted] felt as though some of these tattoo's were racist. [redacted] has not had contact with WADE [redacted] During that time [redacted] believes that WADE has worked as a long-haul trucker.

Sometime in the beginning of July, 2012, [redacted] contacted [redacted] telephone number [redacted] and asked [redacted] to contact WADE [redacted] is unsure if [redacted] was able to contact WADE.
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WADE has [ ] telephone number [ ] mailing address [ ]

do not have a close relationship. WADE's biological mother, BEVERLY LNU, died sometime when WADE was a teenager.

[ ] was shown a picture of an unidentified male (UM) who was seen at the crime scene shortly after the incident. [ ] did not recognize this individual. A copy of the photograph was placed into an electronic FD-340.
date of birth, residing at North Carolina was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and that the interview was regarding Wade Michael Page. Also present during the interview was North Carolina State Highway Patrol. Below is a summary of the information he provided.

is and rent positively identified a photograph of Wade Michael Page as the person he knew as Wade Page. Stated that Page believes that Page was not sure, but he thinks that Page believes that Page worked a few odd jobs while to include online tech support for video gamers. Page was very much into video games and was very knowledgeable about them.

stated that Page was not very family oriented. When would have cook outs, Page would usually stay described Page as being very reserved and laid back. Page was always very respectful towards and did what was asked of him. Stated that even when Page was "falling down drunk," he never saw a dark or mean side to him. Page was very respectful and watched his language around Page told that he was in the military, but that he did not leave the military under his terms.

Page and did not know thinks that
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was friends with Page used to

stated that he was aware that but that stated that he has made it clear to knows that

stated that believes that He has become more

responsible. works hard and pays his rent on time. said that

did not know most of the people who would go to The few people that could recall were not around during the same time as Page. identified photographs of was shown a photograph of three individuals and the words stated that the three people in the photograph were

told but that no one had heard from Page in a month. told that he heard Page

was totally shocked to learn that Page was the person involved
in the Milwaukee shooting. The informant said that Page's actions do not go with the person that he knew.
DATE OF BIRTH [ ] RESIDING AT [ ]

North Carolina [ ] was advised of the identity of the interview agent and that the interview was regarding Wade Michael Page. Also present during the interview was [ ], North Carolina State Highway Patrol. Below is a summary of the information she provided.

[ ] positively identified a photograph of Wade Michael Page as the person she knew as Wade Page. [ ] recalled that Page [ ] Page fell on hard times [ ] believes that Page [ ]

[ ] stated that Page kept to himself a lot. [ ] never heard Page talking any hate speech. Page [ ]

When Page [ ]

Since Page left, [ ] has had no contact with him. From time to time, [ ] but there was never anything remarkable.

[ ] was deeply saddened and shocked when she learned that Page had killed people. Page had never shown any signs that he could do anything so horrible.
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[Redacted information]

Positively identified a photograph of Wade Michael Page as the person she knew as Wade Page. [Redacted information] was completely shocked and upset when she learned that Page was the shooter in Milwaukee. [Redacted information] stated that his actions did not match with the person she knew.

[Redacted information] first met Page approximately [Redacted information]. Page had been living in Fayetteville, North Carolina, where he was working as a truck driver. Page lost his job after being arrested for driving under the influence and then lost his house when he could not pay the bills. [Redacted information] located at [Redacted information], North Carolina.

[Redacted information] explained that the property was owned by [Redacted information]. The property contains [Redacted information].

[Redacted information] does not know how [Redacted information] met Page.
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Page worked at the time, described Page as being very nice and polite. Page is not sure how Page was asked by the interviewing agents about his mother died when he was very young and that he did not Page said that he Page was very quiet and usually kept to himself. said that family would have cook outs from time to time and that Page would usually just stay in his room. once when she came to visit. is not sure how Page, but thinks it may have been through briefly and has heard and can be reached at.